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EDITORIAL 
 

Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of “The Tiger”. 

 

Even as we approach Christmas at the end of yet another year, there are still Great War 

Centenaries to be remembered. Fresh from our return from the Armistice 

Commemorations in Ypres came an invitation to attend the launch of a new biography of 

Philip “Tubby” Clayton, founder of Talbot House in Poperinghe, whose doors opened for 

the first time on 11th December 1915. Clayton’s work to establish and then run an 

Everyman’s Club, to provide both spiritual and material comfort for his martial flock, 

passed into legend and the original House is now an iconic site for battlefield tourists to 

enjoy.  

 

 

Entitled “A Fool for a Feast”, (a line from his self-

written epitaph) the life and times of Clayton are 

recounted by author Linda Parker (left) in this first 

account to be published for some 40 years. A WFA 

member, Linda is the daughter of a former 

Chaplain in the Territorial Army, and explains her 

work as follows:  The book shows how one man, 

through his experiences in the Great War and fueled 

by the strength of his conviction that a better life 

could be achieved for all, could go on to start a 

worldwide movement – “Toc H”. 

 

Transferring the fellowship of Talbot House to the 

war weary Britain of the 1920’s and 30’s was 

undoubtedly Tubby’s finest achievement. 

Returning to pastoral duties at All Hallows by the 

Tower (Tower Hill, London), he continued to 

encourage the young to follow the four points of his 

Toc H “compass” – to love widely,  to build bravely, 

to think fairly and to witness humbly.  He was  

aware, to use his own words that, in the Great War, “Youth made the greatest sacrifice 

and it is to this youth that the world owes most in return”. The “Toc H” movement became 

a way “in which the younger generation at least may meet their otherwise unknown 

contemporaries and work together for the common good”.  Noble sentiments indeed . . . 

 

It was entirely appropriate that the book launch took place at All Hallows by the Tower, 

where Tubby remained incumbent for four decades, overseeing rebuilding work following 

its destruction by enemy bombing on the night of 8th/ 9th December 1940. When he died 

on 16th December 1972, four days past his 87th birthday, it was to the crypt of the Church 

that his ashes were brought to rest, where they remain to this day. A memorial effigy was 

later placed in the North Aisle, with Clayton’s faithful dog resting at his feet.  

 

Another endearing feature of Linda’s work is an appendix listing many of the pithy  

observations associated with the great man. Visitors of Talbot House itself will be familiar  
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with To Pessimists – Way Out (with an arrow pointing to the door) and the famous All 

Rank Abandon Ye Who Enter Here. Here, however, the reader is introduced to further 

gems, for example He who says what he likes will hear something he doesn’t and Beware 

of Half Truths - Yours may be the wrong half. With newsworthy cyber criticism ever-

increasing through the modern media of Twitter and Facebook, surely there is a message 

to be noted here?  

 

 
 

ABOVE: The Effigy of Tubby Clayton 

RIGHT: Valerie Jacques with a decorated 

Pew Cushion commemorating Clayton 

and Toc H. 
 

 

The Church (below) has other items connected with both Tubby Clayton and the Toc H 

movement, as well as other artefacts of historical interest. William Penn, founder of 

Pennsylvania and baptised here in 1644 and John Quincy Adams, sixth President of the 

United States of America and married here in 1797, are but two other characters from 

the Church’s rich history. For anyone visiting the adjacent Tower of London, the slight 

detour will bring reward. 

 

 
 

Finally, as we wish all our readers a Merry Christmas and A Happy New Year, can we 

also thank you all for your support throughout 2015. We also hope you enjoy our final 

cover photograph of the year, taken at St Andrew’s Church, Burton Overy during a visit 

to their Christmas Tree Festival. The Royal British Legion Tree, decorated with Poppies 

and placed before the War Memorial certainly made a poignant picture! 

 

V.E.J. & D.S.H.  
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PARISH NOTICES 
 

 

 

 

Your Committee Members  

are: 

 

Dr John Sutton  

(Chairman)  

David Humberston 

 (Secretary)  

Valerie Jacques  

(Newsletter Editor)  

Paul Warry 

 (Treasurer)  

Angela Hall  

(Events)   

Roy Birch  

(Promotion & War Memorials) 
 

 
 

 
 

 Our Branch Website Address is: 

www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com 

 

 

 

BRANCH MEETINGS 
The Elms Social & Service 

Club, Bushloe End,  

WIGSTON, Leicestershire, 

LE18 2BA 

 7.30 p.m. 
 

21st December 2015  

Guest Speaker:  

Angela Hall 
- 

 “Brigadier-General James Jack 

of Kibworth Harcourt,  

1880-1962”   

 

A Christmas Buffet will also be 

provided on the night! 

 

PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE 

TO THE ABOVE PREVIOUSLY 

ADVERTISED DATE AND 

SPEAKERS. 

 

25th  January 2016  

Guest Speaker:  

Mel Gould 
- 

 “The Loughborough Zeppelin 

Raid – 31st January 1916”   

 

29th  February 2016  

Guest Speaker:  

Sue Barton 
- 

 “World War One Internees”   
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COMMEMORATING GALLIPOLI 

HMS M.33  

by Valerie Jacques 
 

Just a little ship, a workhorse, cheap and expendable – 

not even important enough to be given a name. . . . . . 

 
This remarkable survivor, a Monitor of 568 tons launched on 22nd May 1915, is the sole 

remaining veteran of that year’s bloody Gallipoli Campaign. Now conserved and 

restored, and sitting in Portsmouth’s historic dockyard, she is open to visitors who can 

immerse themselves in what is described as “a stunning battle experience”.  

 

 
 

HMS M.33 was one of five “monitor” vessels designed, legend has it, on the back of an 

envelope by First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill, and naval architect, Sir 

Eustace Tennyson d’Eyncourt. Built in just seven weeks by Workman, Clark & Co Ltd 

of Belfast as part of the rapid ship construction campaign following the outbreak of the 

Great War, she was one of the 35 monitors constructed and had a flat bottom and shallow 

draught of just 5 ft 11in enabling her to get close into shore and was capable of six knots. 

She carried two 6-inch Mark XII guns sitting fore and aft, along with a Hotchkiss 6-

pounder and two 0.303 Vickers machine guns. She was powered by a twin screw triple 

expansion engine of 400 IHP and had a complement of five officers and 67 men. Being but 

a basic metal box of a boat, she was not designed for comfort and the 72 on board, who 

would be away from home for three years, must have felt extremely cramped. It would 

also have been unbearably hot below decks with the main mess, measuring not much 

more than 20 sq yards, housing more than 40 sailors living and sleeping on hammocks. 

Her flat bottom meant that she was rocky and liable to flood in rough seas and, when one 

of the powerful guns was fired, anyone below would have been shaken to their core.  

 

HMS M.33 left Belfast on 26th June 1915 for the Dardanelles under the command of 

Lieutenant-Commander Q.B. Preston-Thomas, the journey expecting to take 3-4 weeks.  
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With fresh provisions running out, the crew lived off rations of biscuits and corned beef 

finally arriving in Malta on Bastille Day, 14th July, the harbour brimming with French 

vessels. Eventually arriving at the Dardanelles on 31st July 1915, her crew watched whilst 

enemy aircraft dropped bombs on neighbouring Kephalo. M.33 would fire her first shots 

in anger on 2nd August, bombarding the Turkish village of Yeni Sherhr, but causing little 

damage. On the 6th-7th August she was sent to bombard the Turkish coast between Anzac 

Cove and Cape Helles and was immediately fired upon but, although a few shell 

fragments landed on board from near misses, no serious damage was done. She continued 

in this role of bombarding the coast until she was relieved by HMS Humber and 

underwent repair work during which she missed assisting in the all important evacuation 

of the peninsula in January 1916. 

 

Following repairs, she was ordered to Salonika to support the Allied flank against the 

Bulgarians, acting as guard ship or boom defence vessel at the Allied base. Three months 

later, and whilst under enemy fire, she assisted in salvaging guns from one of her sister 

monitors, the damaged HMS M.30, which was beached on Long Island in the Gulf of 

Smyrna. She also covered the evacuation of the wireless telegraph station and aerodrome 

on the island itself. In the July she was deployed to the Allied base at Mudros, on the 

Greek island of Limnos in the Aegean, until almost the end of the war where her duties 

included bombardment of the Turkish coast, blockade, control of shipping and general 

patrol work. In November 1918 she was one of the vessels supervising the Armistice with 

Bulgaria at Stavros and with Turkey at Syra.  

 

 
 

The Company of HMS M.33, 1915 

 

Early in 1919, she returned to England with the reputation of being a “lucky ship” and 

was quickly adapted for service with the White Sea Squadron.  Commissioned at 

Chatham on 10th May she sailed for Northern Russia with the British Relief Force to 

cover the withdrawal of Allied and White Russian troops. Arriving at Archangel in June 

the force steamed up river and bombarded Bolshevik positions, including Seltso and 

Selemengo Wood, allowing an orderly Allied retreat.  Throughout the campaign the river 

level was unusually low and on the return to Archangel at the end of August the guns had  
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to be removed and loaded onto barges. M.33 had dummy guns made from driftwood, 

pipes and biscuit tins to fool the enemy and, on 23rd September 1919, she returned upriver 

to Spaskoe to cover the evacuation of the last 500 British troops before returning to 

Chatham on 17th October. 

 

Upon her return she was laid up until May 1924 when she was converted for mine-laying 

duties at Pembroke Dockyard.  Re-commissioned on 3rd February 1925 and renamed 

HMS Minerva, she became a tender at HMS Vernon, the Portsmouth school of torpedo 

and anti-submarine warfare. In 1939, she remained at Portsmouth as a floating staff 

office, reportedly for Wrens and was known as C23(M).  In 1943 her boilers and engines 

were removed and she was converted to a boom defence workshop and towed to the 

Clyde.  Returning to the Solent after WW2, and re-named RMAS Minerva, she remained 

a floating workshop and office, based at the Royal Clarence Yard in Gosport. 

 

Put up for sale in 1984, she was purchased by the Hartlepool Ship Preservation Trust 

and, in 1987, transported by barge to Hartlepool, where only her funnel was restored. In 

1990, in recognition of her outstanding combat history, Hampshire County Council 

acquired the ship and prepared her for towing back to Portsmouth where a process of 

restoration was begun. In April 1997, with new masts in place and bearing her original  
 

 
 

name HMS M.33, she was placed in No 1 Dry Dock ironically, for a ship originally given 

no name, close to one of the most iconic of all British naval vessels, Vice Admiral Nelson’s 

HMS Victory. Corrosion was quickly stabilised and in 2000 further treatment, involving 

an electrolytic technique to remove chlorides from between the riveted joints, was 

undertaken. (She was, at the time, the largest artefact to receive this treatment.) In 2007 

she was painted in the ‘dazzle’ anti-submarine camouflage she wore at the end of 1918 

and she remains so to this day. 
 

For more information go to www.historicdockyard.co.uk 
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GALLIPOLI GALLERY 

by Lynn & Brian Roffee 
 

We conclude our Gallipoli Commemorative Series with a final pictorial tribute . . . 

 

                       
 

Donald Neville Cadoux, Lone Pine Memorial & Clarence Arguile, Chunuk Bair Memorial 

 

              
 

Joseph Launder, Lone Pine Cemetery & James Rickey Furnival, Beach Cemetery 

 

           
 

Alfred Spence & Edgar Henry Butler, Lone Pine Memorial 
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CENTENARY CALENDAR 
 

JANUARY 1916 
 

1st - Britain: First effective depth charge, 

the Type D, becomes available. It has a 

barrel-like casing containing high 

explosive, usually TNT, but amatol is also 

used when TNT becomes scarce. 

8th – Gallipoli: British evacuation of 

peninsula completed when last 17,000 men 

and around 40 artillery pieces taken off 

beaches at Cape Helles. Whole operation 

complex but no casualties.  

Russia: Tsar Nicholas II is appointed 

British Field Marshall. 
12th – Albania: Evacuation of Serbian 

Army from Port of Durazzo begins. 
Arabia: In Ottoman controlled Arabia, 

Hussein bin Ali Pasha, Grand Sharif of 

Mecca, agrees to an alliance with Britain 

and requests funds to buy rifles and food. 

Troops are heading for Corfu which is 

occupied by French Marines despite the 

protests of neutral Greece. 

16th – Mesopotamia: Besieged garrison of 
Africa: British troops occupy Yaunde, 

capital of German West African colony, 

Cameroons, the campaign having begun 

in August 1914. German defenders slowly 

retreat to Muni, in Spanish Guinea, some 

125 miles north. 

Kut-el-Amara has rations for just 

two/three weeks. Aylmer’s relief column 

en route but halted by Turks at Battle of 

Hanna on 21st and garrison put on half 

rations. 

24th – Germany: Admiral Reinhard 

2nd - Black Sea: British end highly 

successful submarine campaign against 

Turkish shipping. 50% of enemy 

merchant ships sunk with remainder short 

of fuel. 

Sheer promoted to Commander-in-Chief 

of High Seas Fleet and proposes luring 

British Navy into decisive engagement in 

North Sea, a strategy approved by Kaiser 

following month. 

4th – Mesopotamia: British launch first 

attempt to reach Kut-el-Amara. Relief 

column, General Fenton Aylmer’s 19,000-

strong Tigris Corps, opposed by 19,000 

Turks. Forces will clash at Battle of 

Sheikh Saad on 9th. 

27th – Germany: General Erich von 

Falkenhayn finalises plans for offensive 

against French forces holding Fortress of 

Verdun. French morale to be sapped by 

inflicting huge casualty toll and 1,220 

artillery pieces positioned around the city. 

6th - East Africa:  South African General 

Jan Christiaan Smuts takes over 

operations from British General Sir 

Horace Smith-Dorrien, who is ill with 

pneumonia. Smuts embarks on campaign 

to capture German colonies in the area. 

2.5 million shells will be delivered to the 

front by 1st Feb and operation scheduled 

to begin on 12th.  

29th – Britain: First prototype tank, 

known as “Mother”, begins secret trials 

which are successful. General Haig will 

8th – Montenegro: 50,000, mainly Austro-

Hungarian, troops launch major offensive 

heralded by 500-gun barrage supported 

by air and naval attacks. Progress rapid 

and Montenegro forced to capitulate to 

invaders on 17th.  

order an initial 40 on 11th Feb later 

increasing to 100. 

31st – Britain: Seven Zeppelins launch 

first attack on key industrial areas in 

central and north-west England. 

Loughborough bombed. 

 

(To be continued)  
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ARMISTICE DAY COMMEMORATIONS 

IN OAKHAM 
 

  
 

The Branch was once again represented at the Armistice Commemorations in Oakham, 

Rutland, by Peter Orpin and his great-nephew Matthew Mustard (both shown left). 

Young Matthew laid the Branch wreath on the War Memorial (right).  

 

 

ON THE NOTICEBOARD 
 

 
The Branch still has a supply of 

2016 WFA Calendars for sale to 

its members/meeting attendees 

at our next meeting. 

 

As explained in the recent “All 

Members Communique”, the 

Branch will receive a larger 

percentage of sale proceeds 

from Calendars sold on a “face-

to-face” basis, a situation we 

would obviously prefer to use to 

our full advantage.    
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MEMORIAL TO THE VICTIMS OF THE  

1916 ZEPPELIN RAID ON LOUGHBOROUGH 
 

The Loughborough Carillon Tower & War 

Memorial Museum and Charnwood Arts have 

commissioned a new memorial to honour the 

victims of the raid and to commemorate the 100th 

anniversary of the outrage. 

 

The memorial will take the form of a large bronze 

plaque (40 x 48 inches) the artwork was done by Mr 

Paul Gent and the plaque will be cast by Taylors 

Bell Foundry. 

 

The cost will be £6000.00, Loughborough University 

have already donated £750.00 and the Carillon 

Museum have given £1000.00 towards the cost but 

we need your help to raise the remaining money.  
  

Want to help? Then please donate. Cheques should be made out to ‘Loughborough 

Carillon Museum’. Or you can donate through Paypal. Use our email address: 

carillonmuseum@gmail.com Please leave your name.  

 

Our postal address is: Loughborough Carillon Museum, C/O John Storer House, Wards 

End, Loughborough, Leics. LE11 3HA. For further information email: 

carillonmuseum@gmail.com 

 

  AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS 
 

 

At Risk War Memorials Project  

Open Days 

for viewing the Memorials have been 

arranged for: 
 

SATURDAY 16th JANUARY 2016 

11.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. 
 

Further information is available from Project 

Director, Denis Kenyon, who can be contacted on 

denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk. 
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RUTLAND COUNTY MUSEUM EXHIBITION 
 

“ON ALL FRONTS! 

HOME AND FRONT LINE ARMIES  

IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR” 
 

This exhibition explores the people on the “home front” as well as those on the “fighting 

front”, featuring Rutland men, women and animals and their various roles during the 

Great War.  

 

Open NOW until Saturday 23rd January 2016 at 

 

Rutland County Museum 

Catmos Street 

OAKHAM 

Rutland 

LE15 6HW 

(Tel: 01572 758440) 

Admission FREE 

 

The Museum is open 10.00 a.m.-4.00 p.m. 

Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays  

and Saturdays 

(Closed on Bank Holidays) 

 

ALSO FEATURING: 
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A FINAL FAREWELL TO SIR HARRY; 

THE MINSTREL, NOW IN FRANCE  

by Roy-Anthony Birch 

 

Having recently paid tribute to the wartime service and 

sacrifices of some of our local Boy Scouts and Tram 

Drivers I now have pleasure in returning to the story of 

Sir Harry and Captain John Currie Lauder, picking up 

the threads from my articles in June and July 2015’s 

“TIGERS”. 
 

Readers may recall my tackling what, for some, remains 

the controversy surrounding the circumstances of 

Captain Lauder’s death on The Somme in December 

1916 - whether he was deliberately shot by someone 

supposedly on his own side rather than by a German 

sniper, and my offering what I trust were convincing 

arguments to conclude that he was not.  It may well be  
 

Sir Harry Lauder, 1919 

that the Captain presented at least a metaphorical and more readily accessible target for 

resentment among some in his regiment - The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders - over 

the family’s flaunted wealth and lavish international life-style, with the son’s perceived 

standoffishness adding fuel, as it were, to the fire.  But surely not to the extent of supplying 

sufficient motive for murder? 

  

Similar feelings could doubtless have been found among the civilian population of the 

Lauder’s adopted Argyllshire, with Harry Lauder styling himself “Laird of Dunoon” 

taken as the supreme insult by many across the social divide.  What was seen as an affront 

to the landed gentry, with whom Lauder Senior now sought to ingratiate himself, was 

tantamount to treachery for those with similar origins to his own.  For the former 

Lanarkshire coalminer to be heard of earning upwards of $1,000 a night and traversing 

America in his own personalised railcar is likely to have generated still greater antipathy 

from those he left behind.  That said, use of “The Harry Lauder Special” was perhaps an 

indispensable and cost-efficient asset to one who toured the U.S.A. no fewer than 22 

times.  Then there was what some saw as Lauder’s belittling of his fellow countrymen; 

presenting but a travesty of the true Highlander merely for entertainment’s sake. 

 

 

Sufficient reason for some, it seems, to disparage and envy 

the Lauders.  Yet there is surely more to Sir Harry than these 

superficial judgments, as there is to almost anyone else.  We 

ought not to forget, for example, his work for a variety of 

charitable causes and most notably, his founding of The 

Harry Lauder Million Pound Fund for Maimed Scottish 

Soldiers and Sailors; not the least of his contributions to the 

1914-18 War effort, with monies raised from nationwide 

music-hall tours.  Likewise, the forming of numerous pipe 

bands as part of the national recruiting drive should not be  
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overlooked.  Yet some still wonder at his possible reluctance to answer his own call, so to 

speak, and step into the firing line. 
  
Sir Harry sought to answer such questions in his autobiographical A Minstrel in France, 

first published in 1922.  Fair to say that some responses may be more convincing than 

others, and we should always be mindful of attempts at self-justification on the author’s 

part.  He seems to want to have it both ways, for example, when describing his attitude to 

enlistment early in 1917, saying “I was younger than men and officers who were taking 

their turn in the trenches.  I was but forty-six years old and there was a lot of life left in 

the old dog yet.  Working in a pit had given me a strength in my back and my legs that 

would have served me well in the trenches”.  In the following paragraph, however, he 

wrote “Many a time and often I had broached my idea of being allowed to enlist, even 

before the Huns killed my boy.  But they would not listen to me.  They told me each time 

that there was more and better work for me to do in Britain.  And it seemed that it was 

not for me to decide; that I must obey those who were better placed to judge than I could 

be”.  Did the man not know his own mind? Or was he content to shelter behind “those 

who were better placed to judge” as a cover for his own squeamishness regarding 

enlistment?  Where would we have been without the thousands who thought otherwise 

and answered the call almost automatically on the outbreak of hostilities, many of them 

less fit and others, indeed, appreciably older than Lauder? 
  

 
Sir Harry Lauder joking with Staff Officers. 

 
Lauder addresses crowds in 

Wall Street, New York. 

 

Credit is due, however, for his facing other realities.  Not for him a shying away from the 

suffering endured in hospitals: “There were dour sights; dreadful sights, in those 

hospitals.  There were wounds, the memory of which robbed me of sleep; men doomed to 

blindness for the rest of their lives”.  But there was admiration too from the celebrated 

performer, albeit touched by sentiment; “They were brave enough, God knows, in battle, 

but I think they are far braver when they come home shattered and smashed, and do 

naught but smile at their troubles”.  
  
Having apparently been told repeatedly while at home that he was “more use to us here 

than many who go out there to fight”, Lauder resolved to cross to France “to be where  
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my boy had been”.  Thus, in 1917, and sailing from Folkestone, he embarked on the first 

of several missions to entertain “the laddies”, especially those of The Highland Division – 

the Hun’s hated “Devils in Skirts”.  It seems that the death of the son had pointed the way 

to the father, who now strove to get ever closer to the lines, and with increasing 

indifference to danger.  
  

Lingering doubts over the veracity of Lauder’s wartime reminiscences are dispelled as 

we read on.  Those who have pilgrimaged to Vimy and The Messines Ridges, for example, 

will believe that he preceded them in treading the selfsame ground.  Writing of his first 

visit to Vimy Ridge in April 1917, hard on the heels of the Canadian’s decisive victory, he 

expressed some disappointment: “The name of that famous hill had been written 

imperishably in history.  But to see it as I now saw it, it was no hill at all”.  Yet thinking 

of the recent battle there, he came to see what can be appreciated still by those who look 

around them: “I came to understand a little better the value of a height even so low and 

insignificant as Vimy Ridge in that flat country”.  Clearly, he was there. 
  

Still on Vimy Ridge, alongside Canadian Batteries, Harry encountered many a gruesome 

sight: “There was a little stream which ran through the hollow in which one battery was 

placed, and that stream had been filled with blood – not water.  Everywhere here were 

whitened bones of men.  In the wild swirling of the battle and the confusion of digging-in, 

it had not been possible to bury all the dead.  And so the whitened bones remained, though 

the elements had long since stripped them bare.  I almost trod upon one skeleton that 

remained complete.  It was that of a huge German soldier, a veritable giant of a man, he 

must have been.  The bones of his feet were still encased in his great boots.  Even a few 

shreds of his uniform remained, but the flesh was all gone.  The sun and the rats and the 

birds had accounted for the rest”. 
  

Lauder came closer still to the fighting near Arras in April 1917.  Comparatively quiet 

moments giving impromptu “concerts” in village squares from the back of his car were 

punctuated by more hair-raising experiences.  One such occurred during a performance 

for men of the Highland Brigade, assembled in a trench, when “hell popped open” with a 

series of whiz-bangs and “a real big shell” - not a whiz-bang, “exploded with a hideous 

screech”, blasting a bridge on the highly adjacent railway cutting to the village of 

Athies.  Lauder now knew something of what the men had to endure. 

  

We bid him farewell with some of his abiding impressions: of the horribly scarred and 

mangled landscape near Arras where “every scrap of exposed ground had been nicked 

by shells; the holes were as close together as those in a honeycomb.  I could not see how 

any living thing had come through that hell of fire, but many men had”; and of “a little 

cemetery filled with doleful little crosses”, on Vimy Ridge, “set up over mounds that told 

their grim story all too plainly and eloquently”. 

 

If you haven’t already, I would urge you to go to YouTube to listen to Sir Harry’s 1926 

recording of Keep Right On To The End of The Road, the song written as a tribute to his 

lost boy.  Although in his mid-50s, the voice remains strong, the tone full-bodied and the 

diction clear, recalling his deliberately diluted Scottish burr; a pleasing reminder of one 

of the world’s first true superstars.      
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CONTACT US 
 

We thank once again to those readers who contacted us following the production of 

previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments are valued and welcomed and we are always 

open to suggestions as to what you, our readers, would like to see included/excluded.  
 

All articles reproduced in this newsletter are accepted in good faith and every effort is 

always made to ensure accuracy of the information given. It should be noted however that 

the opinions expressed by the contributors are not necessarily those of the Editor, her 

associates or the Western Front Association. The Editor reserves the right to amend, 

condense or edit any article submitted although the full version will be available, via e-

mail, upon request.  Anyone wishing to submit material is more than welcome to contact 

us by e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk 
 

 “We very much value your continued support” 
 

Valerie Jacques (Newsletter Editor) 

David Humberston (Branch Secretary) 
 

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE. 
 
 

 

 

                  
A 

Merry Christmas 
and 

a  

Happy New Year 

to all 

our  

Readers 
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